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**HIGHLIGHTS**

- A chemical and mineralogical characterization of the urban PM$_{2.5}$ is described.
- For metals leaching tests solutions mimicking the pulmonary environment were used.
- The relationship between total metals content and leaching behavior is not linear.
- The amount of bioavailable metals is strongly influenced by hosting mineral phases.

**ABSTRACT**

To clarify the relationship between airborne particulate exposure and negative impacts on human health, focusing on the heavy metal content alone might not be sufficient. To address this issue, in the present work, mineral allocation and leaching behavior of heavy metals in the PM$_{2.5}$ were investigated. This work, therefore, provides a novel perspective in the field of urban airborne particle investigation that is not currently found in the literature. Four sampling campaigns were performed in the urban area of Rome (Central Italy) during the winter and summer seasons (February and July 2013 and 2014, respectively). The measured concentrations of the regulated elements of As, Cd, Ni and Pb were consistent with those reported by the local Environmental Agency (ARPA Lazio), but non-regulated heavy metals, including Fe, Cu, Cr and Zn, were also found in PM$_{2.5}$ and analyzed in detail. As a novelty, heavy metals were associated with the host-identified mineral phases, primarily oxides and alloys, and to a lesser extent, other minerals, such as sulfates, carbonates and silicates. Leaching tests of the collected samples were conducted in a buffered solution mimicking the bodily physiological environment. Despite the highest concentration of heavy metals found during the winter sampling period, all of the elements showed a leaching trend leading to major mobility during the summer period. To explain this result, an interesting comparative analysis between the leaching test behavior and innovative mineral allocation was conducted. Both the heavy metal content and mineral allocation in PM$_{2.5}$ might contribute to the bioavailability of toxic elements in the pulmonary environment. Hence, for regulatory purposes, the non-linear dependency of heavy metal bioavailability on the total metal content should be taken into account.
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studies on atmospheric particulates is to determine the relationship between human exposure and health effects (Pope et al., 2002; Englert, 2004; De Kok et al., 2006; Møeller et al., 2008). To date, however, only limited information is available. Many authors correlate human exposure to airborne particulates to the increasing incidence of respiratory and cardiovascular diseases, leading, in turn, to a corresponding decrease of life expectancy (Pope et al., 2009; Song et al., 2016). Both the size and composition of particulate matter are thought to play a major role in the development of human diseases, but the mechanisms of the health effects are still far from being elucidated. Recently, growing interest has been focused on the smaller-size fractions of airborne particulates (Zhu et al., 2002; Donaldson et al., 2004; De Kok et al., 2006; Zhang et al., 2013; Song et al., 2016). The WHO considers exposure to inhaled fine (PM$_{2.5}$) and ultrafine particles (PM$_1$), which are more hazardous to health than exposure to coarse-size particles. In fact, in contrast to the coarse fraction, which does not reach the upper respiratory tract, fine particles penetrate deep into the lungs down to the alveoli, where the bloodstream can be accessed (Samara and Voutsas, 2005; Midander et al., 2006; Mbengue et al., 2015). Moreover, in the smaller-size fractions of airborne particulates (PM$_{2.5}$ and PM$_1$), higher concentrations of toxic compounds, i.e., PAHs and heavy metals, are more likely to be contained. This is mainly due to their small dimensions associated with the presence of metallic elements and/or organic compounds that make such particulates more hazardous (Hsiao et al., 2000; Massolo et al., 2002; Tong et al., 2002; Mbengue et al., 2015). Some metallic elements, e.g., V, Cr, Ni, Mn, Fe, Cu, Zn, Cd, Hg and Pb, are considered to be highly toxic (Mbengue et al., 2015); among these, Cr, As, Cd and Ni are reported to be human carcinogens (IARC, 2006). Because the data available for the ultrafine fraction are quite limited compared to the coarse and fine fractions, regulated thresholds for said small particles have not yet been established. Concerning the environmental air quality, European directive 2008/50/EC prescribes the monitoring of airborne particles less than 10 $\mu$m in mean diameter (PM$_{10}$), and only recently has it established the monitoring of PM$_{2.5}$. Nevertheless, the threshold values set for the As, Cd, Ni and Pb concentrations in PM$_{10}$ were not provided for PM$_{2.5}$. As reported in the European air quality database (EEA, 2013), many European countries have experienced several problems due to recurrent exceedances of the limit values for PM$_{10}$ and PM$_{2.5}$ in both urban and suburban areas. In particular, Bulgaria, Czech Republic, Italy, Poland, France (one station), Yugoslavia, Republic of Macedonia, Kosovo (under the UN Security Council Resolution 1244/99), Romania, and Slovakia have recorded exceedances in PM$_{2.5}$. In Italy, almost all major cities experience large exceedances of the daily values of PM$_{10}$ and PM$_{2.5}$ (D.Lgs. 155/2010). This work reports the results of a study on PM$_{2.5}$ sampled in the city of Rome (Central Italy), the largest and most important national urban center, taken as an example of a city with high urban environmental pollution. As known from previous studies (Perrino et al., 2007, 2015; Mallone et al., 2009), the city of Rome is polluted by particulate matter derived from geogenic sources, bioaerosols, biomass combustion, vehicular traffic, and occasionally, by seaspray and desert dust. Although local monitoring authorities usually determine the total elemental concentrations of both PM$_{10}$ and PM$_{2.5}$, such analyses alone are not sufficient to fully understand the implications for human health. Many authors have investigated the potential bioavailability of PM heavy metals by testing the soluble element fractions in different leaching solutions (Voutsas and Samara, 2002; Birmili et al., 2006). Armiento et al. (2013) adopted a novel comprehensive methodological approach to better characterize PM$_{2.5}$ to obtain detailed information on its behavior in a biological environment. The same approach was utilized in the present work to characterize PM$_{2.5}$ sampled during 2013 and 2014. The novelty of the present work was the attempt to associate the different metal contents to the respective host minerals observed in the particulate matter. Many papers are available in the scientific literature regarding airborne particulate characterization and leaching tests of heavy metals (e.g., the recent paper of Wiseman and Zereini, 2014); however, the exact allocation of metals to the specific host minerals has never been reported. To achieve this purpose, four seasonal monitoring campaigns were performed in the city of Rome, principally aimed to determine the soluble fractions of heavy metals with respect to the total amounts. The monitoring sites and sampling procedures were the same as those reported in our previous work (Armiento et al., 2013). Our study mostly focuses on the composition of airborne particles more than on their amount, and the results shed light on the correlation between metal concentrations, metal leaching behavior and mineral phases in the particulate matter. Leaching tests were performed in a buffered aqueous solution mimicking the lung deep interstitial fluid, which was specifically prepared to conduct in vitro toxicological experiments in cells. In fact, all of our research on PM$_{2.5}$ also aims to evaluate the toxicity of the same solutions containing leached heavy metals. This aspect is particularly relevant because no papers in the literature have reported on cell reactivity investigated by using the same solution obtained from leaching tests. In fact, recent review studies highlight the underestimation of bioaccessibility and call for “more research to examine metal solubility in airborne PM fractions of relevance for ambient environmental exposures” (Wiseman, 2015).

2. Experimental procedures

2.1. Sampling

PM$_{2.5}$ samples were collected in the urban area of Rome at three sampling sites (Armiento et al., 2013): one site operated by the Istituto Superiore di Sanità (ISS, Italian National Institute of Health) and two sites operated by the local Environmental Regional Protection Agency (ARPA Lazio). Four sampling campaigns were conducted in summer and winter during 2013 and 2014. Both in summer (July) and winter (February), samples were collected daily for twenty days. Both the Corso Francia and Regina Elena sites are characterized as downtown-vehicular traffic oriented sites and are labeled CFR and ISS, respectively. The Cinicittà site, hereafter referred to as CIN, is in a residential area. Samples collected at the ISS site were used for the leaching tests. At this site, two samplers working in parallel were available. The first one collected the particulate onto three filters during all 20 working days (“heavy sampling”), whereas the second one collected daily samples. PM$_{2.5}$ was collected onto Ø 47-mm filter membranes in automated sequential samplers. Aerosol sampling was conducted at medium-volume conditions (2.3 m$^3$/h). Both polytetrafluoroethylene (PTFE) and ultra-pure quartz (Qz) filters were employed. PTFE filters were specifically used for chemical analyses and leaching tests, whereas quartz filters were employed for the mineralogical investigations.

3. Methods

3.1. Total metal content determination

By assuming a uniform deposition of the particulate matter onto the filters, each loaded filter was cut into two equal parts using a ceramic blade. The weight of the particulate matter on each half-filter was calculated proportionally to the entire loaded filter. Successively, one half-filter was digested to determine the total metal content, and the other half was leached by using the buffer solution, as described below. In each experiment, a variable number
of half-filters were used. This number was decided based on the amount of particulate matter collected onto the filters and according to the need to conduct each experiment with at least 10 mg of particulate matter to assure sample representativeness and minimize possible procedural errors. The filter portions used for the determination of the total metal content were weighed, transferred in TFM vessels containing a mixture consisting of 5 ml 69% HNO₃ (Hiperpur-Plus, Panreac) and 2 ml 30% H₂O₂ (Ultrapure Reagent, J.T. Baker) and digested in a microwave system (Milestone 1200 Mega, Italy). The solutions obtained were diluted to 50 ml with ultrapure water and successively analyzed by ICP-OES (Perkin-Elmer Optima 2000 DV) for Fe and Zn determinations and by ICP-MS (Perkin–Elmer Elan 6100) for the analysis of As, Cd, Cu, Ni and Pb.

The use of HNO₃/H₂O₂ mixture for the total digestion is also suggested by CEN (CEN, UNI EN 14902:2005:E, 2005). The use of HF in the digestion mixture, necessary to obtain a total dissolution of sample, was avoided to achieve a better analytical repeatability and lower limits of detection and quantification (Canepari et al., 2010 and the references therein). Hydrogen chloride was not selected to carry out the dissolution of the particulate matter on the filters to avoid the spectral interferences caused by the chloride ions during the measurements of As performed using ICP-MS.

Procedural blanks, inclusive of all of the potential contamination sources (reagent impurities and contamination from tools used for sample handling), were processed in parallel. In order to evaluate the analytical performance of the whole procedure, samples of standard reference material NIST 1648a (urban particulate matter) were digested with the same solution procedure used for the collected samples. Good recovery values were obtained for all the elements, with the only exception of Cr (65% for Cr and a range between 88 and 98% for all the other elements). However, due to the good repeatability of the recovery, Cr results can be considered for comparison of the samples.

3.2. Leaching test

The leaching solution was a buffered aqueous saline solution whose pH, ionic strength and composition mimicked the lung deep interstitial fluid (130 mM NaCl, 5 mM KCl, 1.2 mM MgSO₄, 5 mM NaHCO₃, 1.5 mM CaCl₂, 5.5 mM glucose, 10 mM HEPES, pH 7.4). Unlike other solutions that are widely used to simulate lung fluids, e.g., the Gamble solution and its variants, in our buffer, the HCO₃-concentration was kept to a minimum to avoid a progressive shift in both ion composition and pH due to the loss of CO₂ into the ambient atmosphere, where the CO₂ partial pressure was much lower than in the alveoli. pH stability was assured by including HEPES (4-(2-Hydroxyethyl)piperazine-1-ethanesulfonic acid), an organic chemical currently used in cell culture protocols; in our experimental setup, HEPES also simulated organic components of lung fluids, such as organic acids and metabolites. Weighed halves of the loaded filters were transferred in a polyethylene bottle (Kartell) containing 100 ml of the above buffer solution. The bottle was continuously shaken in a thermostatic oscillating water bath at 37 °C in the dark. An analogous leaching test was performed using the same number of weighed blank half-filters. Kinetic experiments were performed by sampling the bottle content at 5 min, 10 min, 60 min, 180 min, 24 h, 72 h and 7 days. For each experiment, 3-ml aliquots of the leaching solution were collected and filtered through a 0.45-μm membrane filter (Millipore HA, Millipore). The temperature and pH of the solutions were checked and recorded at the beginning and end of the experiments. To evaluate the concentration of the leached metals at each sampling time, 2.5 ml of the filtered solution was transferred into a polypropylene tube. Then, 1 ml of 69% HNO₃, 0.5 ml of 30% H₂O₂ and, after 2 h, 1 ml of ultrapure water were added in sequence. The obtained solution (5 ml final volume) was stored at 4 °C until analysis by ICP-MS and ICP-OES. In Table 1 are reported, for each element, the Limit of Detection (LOD), the Limit of Quantification (LOQ) and the Relative Standard Deviations (RSD) values. The LODs and LOQs were determined as three and ten times the standard deviation, respectively, of ten procedural blanks. The RSDs, were determined for the total digestion and for the leaching experiments using the same procedures, employed for the samples, on test filters collected during the same sampling campaigns. The analysis of As and Cr in the modified Gamble solution used for the leaching experiment were performed by ICP-MS, but the results obtained were unsatisfactory due to the spectral interferences from the plasma gas Ar, chlorides and organic substances, which are part of the extraction solvent (Caboche et al., 2011).

3.3. SEM-EDS

Due to the small quantity of material deposited on the filters, X-ray investigation on the mineralogical phases observed in the PM₄ samples was not allowed (Armiento et al., 2013). A triangular portion of each filter was mounted on an aluminum stub and carbon-coated with an Emitech K550 sputter coater. The specimens were analyzed by a Scanning Electron Microscope (SEM, Zeiss 940A) equipped with an EDS microanalyzer (Link ISIS Oxford 300) at a filament voltage of 15 kV, a filament current of 3.5 A, and a working distance of 25 mm. From a morphological point of view, particles on the quartz filters were best visualized due to their good dispersion and separation among the silica fibers, whereas particles on the PTFE filter were embedded and not easily visible. Back-scattered electrons (BSE) were used to detect metal compounds observed in areas with different chemical compositions. Heavy elements (high atomic number) backscatter electrons more strongly than light elements (low atomic number), which makes them appear brighter in the image. For each particle, an EDX spectrum was acquired.

3.4. FE-SEM (Field Emission-Scanning Electron Microscopy)

Metal particles are often aggregated or enclosed in larger particles of particulates, which makes standard SEM analysis poorly selective. Hence, high-resolution morphology was achieved by using FE-SEM (Zeiss Auriga 405 FE-SEM) equipped with an EDX System (Quantax EDX System). FE-SEM analyses were conducted at the SNN (Sapienza Nanotechnologies and Nanosciences Laboratory, Sapienza University, Rome, Italy). The FE-SEM working conditions were 15 EHT (in some cases, 10 EHT), with a working distance of 200 μm.

Table 1: LODs, LOQs and RSDs of the investigated elements for the total digestion and the leaching tests.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Measured elements</th>
<th>Total content</th>
<th>Leached samples</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>LOD (ng m⁻³)</td>
<td>LOQ (ng m⁻³)</td>
<td>%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

As 0.03 0.1 5 10 0.025 0.08 10
Cd 0.003 0.01 8 0.006 0.02 10
Cr 0.12 0.4 6 1.7 10
Cu 0.15 0.5 6 0.5 1.7 10
Fe 2.5 8.0 5 6.0 20 10
Ni 0.01 0.03 3 0.025 0.08 10
Pb 0.03 0.1 10 0.2 0.7 5
Zn 0.18 0.6 5 0.25 0.8 10

a Not detectable due to the significant interferences related to the composition of the leaching solution.
b Below the LOQ value.
Fig. 1. Comparison of the total metal concentrations in PM$_{2.5}$ in the winter of 2013 (a) and summer of 2013 (b) at different sites in the urban area of Rome.
Fig. 2. Comparison of the total metal concentrations in PM$_{2.5}$ in the winter and summer of 2013 (a) and 2014 (b) at the ISS sampling sites.
7 mm. To reveal any interference by the coating chemicals, unsputtered specimens were also analyzed.

4. Results

4.1. Chemical characterization

Total metal concentrations measured in samples collected at the three selected sites in the winter and summer of 2013 are reported in Fig. 1a and b, respectively. All winter samples showed higher concentrations of the elements with respect to the samples collected during summer, unlike As, Ni and Cr, which had a fairly constant concentration in both seasons. In particular, Cr, As, Pb, Cd, Cu and Fe showed the highest concentrations at the ISS site. During summer (Fig. 1b), the highest Cr, As, Zn, Cu and Fe concentrations were measured at the CFR site, whereas Cd and Pb had similar concentrations at all of the sites.

Considering only the ISS site, during the winter of 2013 and 2014, the heavy metal contents for all elements were higher than those measured in summer (Fig. 2a and b). It is worth noting that Ni did not follow this trend. In both the winter and summer of 2014, the metal content was significantly lower compared to that measured in the corresponding seasonal periods of 2013.

4.2. Leaching test

The leachability of heavy metals bound to atmospheric particles is strongly dependent upon chemical speciation. Because atmospheric particles at a given receptor site usually originate from different sources with varying mineralogical compositions and relative contributions, the leachability of heavy metals is expected to vary among sites.

The leachable metal fractions (mean percentages of total metal ± SD), i.e., the bio-accessible fraction of PM heavy metals that is estimated by using the leaching solution described in the experimental section, are reported in Figs. 3 and 4.

4.3. Mineralogical characterization

A detailed SEM-EDS analysis was conducted using loaded quartz filters. Compared to loaded PTFE filters, the particles on the quartz filters were more dispersed, allowing optimal characterization. To better understand and interpret the leaching results, this investigation focused on the presence of heavy metals, in particular As, Cd, Cr, Cu, Ni, Pb, Zn, and Fe.

To gain a representative characterization and statistical distribution of the data, for each triangular filter section, three main areas were selected (the apex, center and edge), and ten fields of each area were analyzed. SEM and EDS microanalyses showed very

The extraction curves of the leached metals (Figs. 3 and 4) follow a similar pattern both in winter and summer in the two studied years, with a rapid increasing dissolution rate of the elements during the first 20 min to 1 h of the leaching test and an asymptotic response approaching equilibrium between 24 h and 72 h. Similar patterns of the bioaccessibility of elements as a function of the extraction time are shown in literature (Caboche et al., 2011).

During winter, only Cd and Pb showed a measurable leachable fraction in both 2013 and 2014, while for Cu, Ni and Zn the concentrations measured in the leaching solutions were below the PQL values as shown in Table 1. During summer, in addition to Cd and Pb, Cu, Zn and Ni were also leached in measurable amounts (Fig. 4, a and b). As regards Cu, it can be noticed that the leaching curve of this element (summer 2014) during the first hours of dissolution shows phenomena of local re-precipitation and re-solubilisation until the steady state has not been approached. But it can be also noted that just during the first hours of the leaching reaction, the measured leached percentages of Cu were very near to the estimated LOQ value for this element. In particular, comparing the winter campaigns, Cd and Pb were more mobile and leachable in 2014. On the contrary, Cd, Pb, Cu, Zn and Ni displayed higher leachability in the summer of 2013 compared to that in the summer of 2014.

Fig. 3. Percentages of Cd and Pb leached from PM$_{2.5}$ collected in the winter of 2013 and 2014. Cu, Ni and Zn were below the detection limit. Lines do not represent a model.
abundant carbonaceous particles, in addition to carbonates, sulfates, silicates, oxides, and alloys.

As noted in a previous paper (Armann and Siegla, 1982), carbonaceous particles exhibited morphologies ranging from single spherulites to chain clusters to spherules (Fig. 5a,b). These spherulites had a very small size, with a main diameter of approximately 70 nm, whereas aggregated particles were present in the form of clusters or chains less than 10 μm long (Fig. 5b). By transmission electron microscopy, Berubé et al. (1999) described spherules as porous structures, 1–2 μm in diameter, frequently found in summer samples. In the present study, FE-SEM analysis demonstrated that spherules result from coalesced spherulites and confirmed their higher abundance during summer, with individual spherulites also abundant in winter. Comparing the SE and BSE investigations (Fig. 6a,b,c), smaller particles, such as oxides and alloys, appear to be covered by carbonaceous spherules or spherule chains. EDS analysis showed that all carbonaceous particles had the same elemental composition: C, O and, to a lesser extent, Na, Mg, Si, S, and Ca.
The other identified minerals (carbonates, sulfates and silicates) were larger (2 μm in diameter) than oxides, and metal compounds were frequently found in particles less than 1 μm in diameter. Moreover, EDS analysis showed that sulfates were composed primarily of O, S, and Ca and subordinately by Na (gypsum and/or anhydrite).

Carbonates were mainly composed of O, C, Ca, and to a lesser extent, Na and K, corresponding to calcite and alkaline carbonates, respectively. Both carbonates and sulfates showed a prismatic morphology. During the summer, stratified crystals of sulfates and carbonates were found (Fig. 7a).

Silicates were mainly composed of O, Si, Al, Ca, Na, and K, mainly attributed to clay minerals, as demonstrated by their characteristic lamellar morphology.

The oxides were mainly composed of Fe and/or Fe and Ti. Iron was also associated with several metals, frequently Mn or Cu, but also Cr, Zn, Ni, and in some cases, Cd and As. In the winter campaign, Pb-oxides were also found. Oxides were frequently found as particles less than 1 μm in diameter, exhibiting the distinct morphology of micrometric octahedrons (Fig. 7b).

Due to the great difficulty in resolving nanometric dimensions (<200 nm) by SEM, metal alloys were studied by FE-SEM. The alloys consisted of Fe, Ti, Al, Ni, Cu, Zn, Cr, Pb, and Cd. Fe was mainly associated with Cu, Cr or Zn, and Ba and Zr were rarely observed. The alloys frequently showed a sub-spherical morphology.

As an interesting and innovative approach in this work, the relative abundance of each single metal was calculated and ascribed to the host mineral phases for both the summer and winter campaigns. For each area of triangular filter (apex, center and edge) approximately 100 particles were investigated and every single metal was observed and identified by backscattered images with EDS analysis. The mineralogical analysis was focused on Fe, Cr, Cu, Zn and Ni for each sampling station. Successively, these metals were ascribed to three classes: oxides, alloys and SCS (sulfates, carbonates, and rare silicates). The scarce presence of Cd, Pb and As did not permit the derivation of a statistically significant distribution for these elements.

In the same period of sampling, Fig. 8 shows the relative abundance (%) for the samples obtained from the three sites (CFR, CIN and ISS). During winter at all of the sampling sites, the elements under study were mainly distributed between oxides and alloys, and the presence of SCS was scarce or absent. In particular, Fe, Cu, Cr and Zn were more abundant in oxides than in alloys, whereas Ni was more abundant in alloys. Fe and Zn were also found in SCS, principally in sulfates. During summer, at all of the sampling sites, Fe, Cr, Cu and Ni were mainly found in descending order in oxides, alloys and SCS.

Fig. 9 shows the relative abundance (% measured by EDS) of metals in various mineral phases at the ISS station. During winter, oxides prevailed compared to alloys, whereas SCS was scarce or absent. During summer, all of the elements were mainly associated with oxides and, to a lesser extent, with alloys. No evidence emerged for Zn association to alloys. Except for Ni, in summer samples, metals were generally detected in SCS particles, which were present in amounts up to 12% of the total particles.

5. Discussion and concluding remarks

The present study focuses on the behavior of heavy metals contained in PM2.5 through an innovative approach, which until now, has never been adopted, and takes into account the different leachability behaviors of the host minerals. During 2013 and 2014 (campaigns in February and July), seasonal airborne particulate matter from the urban center of Rome was investigated. PM2.5 did not exceed the regulatory thresholds for particulate matter concentrations (PM2.5 <25 μg/m3 - Directive 50/2008/EC); in particular, the total quantity of particulate matter sampled during the winter seasons was always higher than during summer, and in 2013, it was higher than in 2014.

Moreover, the concentrations of metals in PM2.5 during our campaigns were comparable with those measured by ARPA Lazio in PM10 for the fully regulated metals. In fact, the concentrations of As, Cd, Ni and Pb measured by ARPA Lazio did not exceed the regulation threshold values (As <6.0 ng/m3, Cd < 5.0 ng/m3, Ni < 20 ng/m3 and Pb < 0.5 μg/m3).

In this study, in addition to the regulated elements, Fe, Cu, Cr and Zn concentrations were also determined in PM2.5.

Identification of particles from dust is a very laborious process (Sternbeck et al., 2002; Thorpe and Harrison, 2008; Canepari et al., 2009). In the city of Rome, apportionment studies mainly attributed the presence of heavy metals in PM2.5 to traffic-related sources (Moreno et al., 2003; Smichowski et al., 2008; Canepari et al., 2009; Amato et al., 2014; Grigoratos and Martini, 2015). In particular, Fe, Zn, and Pb were attributed to a vehicular source (Weckwerth, 2001; Thorpe and Harrison, 2008; Kukutschova et al., 2011; Gunawardana et al., 2012), Cu to vehicle brake wear (Sternbeck et al., 2002; Iijima...
et al., 2007; Napier et al., 2008), and Cd and As to combustion processes related to both vehicles and domestic heating (Wu et al., 2013). Ni and Cr contributions were associated with a mixed industrial source, probably local industrial installation (Voutsas and Samara, 2002; Fernandez Espinosa et al., 2002). The contributions of Fe, Cr and As are attributed to a crustal (geogenic) source (Heal et al., 2005). The widespread volcanic area around the city of Rome could represent the source of As and Fe (Giordano et al., 2006). Moreover, the climatic conditions of Rome do not favor the re-mixing of air masses and hence the decrease of pollutant concentrations, thus suggesting the increase of metal concentrations in the particulate matter (Cattani et al., 2003).

Our study highlights the lower heavy metal contents in particulate matter during summer season, both in 2013 and 2014. In particular, Cr, Zn, As, Pb, Cu and Fe showed the highest contents during winter. According to the aforementioned apportionment reported for the city of Rome, the higher concentrations of heavy metals in winter can be attributed to both vehicular traffic and domestic heating. In this study, the ISS site is the main location affected by vehicular traffic, plausibly accounting for the higher metals concentrations.

By showing similar values in winter and summer, Ni and As did
not follow the general trend. According to the literature, these two elements may originate from industrial activities and crustal matter, two sources, which unlike vehicular traffic, are not affected by seasonal variations.

Iron is an element originating from both crustal and vehicular sources. During winter, the value measured for Fe is likely due to both vehicular and crustal sources, whereas during summer, the decrease is consistent with vehicular traffic reduction.

Though no longer used as a fuel additive since 2000 (European Directive 98/70/CE), the presence of Pb is still significant. In fact, vehicular traffic remains a major source of Pb in PM$_{2.5}$ (Li et al., 2009; Belis et al., 2013), particularly in Rome, where other possible sources, such as industrial activities, are absent or very limited in number.

It is worth noting that in 2014, the heavy metal concentrations were generally lower than those in 2013, in both winter and summer. The occurrence of frequent rainfall in both the winter and summer of 2014 probably influenced the particle quantity and composition, hence explaining the above differences in metal concentrations and release.

Cd and Pb exhibited significant leachability in winter and summer of both 2013 and 2014, whereas Cu, Ni and Zn did not appear to be leached extensively during the same seasons. Moreover, during the summer of 2013, a higher release of all of the analyzed metals was measured than during the same season of 2014. The mineralogical investigations of the summer samples showed the presence of sulfates and carbonates, which were not found in the winter samples. This evidence is consistent with literature data reporting the production of secondary aerosol particles by photochemical transformations of gaseous precursors. In particular, high humidity and solar radiation produce carbonates, sulfates and nitrates in PM$_{2.5}$ (Wang et al., 2005; Escudero et al., 2007). The differences observed between the summers of 2013 and 2014 can derive from the peculiar meteorological conditions that occurred in 2014; in fact, the abundant rainfall of the summer of 2014 prevented the formation of the most soluble (secondary) mineral phases, and consequently, the collected particulate matter became essentially composed of less soluble particles, from which the low metal release could reasonably be expected.

The results obtained with the samples collected during winter showed the opposite trend, characterized by a higher metal release from the 2014 samples than from the 2013 ones, likely attributed to the higher content of less soluble species in the latter. In combining the mineralogical investigations and leaching behaviors, some relevant observations can be made. Pb and Cd were attributed to oxides, hydroxides and alloys. In particular, Pb was mainly associated with alloys. The hydroxides were likely responsible for the Cd and Pb leachability, whereas alloys represent the undissolved fraction, particularly for Pb.

Cu, Ni and Zn were associated with oxides, alloys and SCS. In particular, Cu was mainly found in oxides and, to a lesser extent, alloys. During summer, in addition to oxides and alloys, a significant presence of SCS was observed. In particular, Cu-carbonates and sulfates were observed. These data suggest that Cu availability was mainly related to the presence of SCS. The scarcity of the undissolved fraction (24% in the summer 2013) could be connected to the scarce presence of alloys.

Regarding Ni, mineralogical investigations only detected it in alloys and oxides. Alloys were more abundant during the winter, whereas oxides and hydroxides were more abundant during the summer. The abundance of oxides and hydroxides might be ascribed to the higher Ni mobility in summer than in winter, whereas the significant undissolved fraction (45% during the summer 2013) might be ascribed to the presence of alloys.

The presence of Zn was attributed to oxides, hydroxides and SCS during the summer, whereas it was associated with alloys, oxides and hydroxides during the winter. In particular, the abundance of SCS, oxides and hydroxides explains the significantly higher Zn availability during the summer than during the winter. In addition, the absence of Zn-related alloys during the summer was confirmed by the absence of Zn in the undissolved fraction (<3%).

Mineralogical investigations showed that Fe was mainly related to oxides (i.e., magnetite) and, to a lesser extent, alloys, whereas no Fe release was detected during the leaching test. In accordance with a previous study on similar samples showing the prevalence of Fe(III) (D’Acapito et al., 2014), which is insoluble at the pH of our leaching solutions (pH 7.4), our findings are consistent with Fe speciation.

As mentioned previously, technical reasons made it impossible to measure Cr concentrations in the leaching solutions. However, some hypotheses on Cr leaching behavior can be inferred. The total Cr content was always higher during winter than during summer. In addition, the mineralogical investigation showed the presence of Cr in oxides and, to a lesser extent, alloys during winter, and this metal was also found in the SCS during summer. Assuming that the undissolved fraction is accompanied by the presence of alloys...
Fig. 8. The relative abundances (%) of Cr, Cu, Zn, Ni, and Fe in PM$_{2.5}$ samples collected at the three sites during winter (a) and summer (b) 2013.
(approximately 30%), it can be inferred that Cr should preferably be leached during the summer.

For As, although not detected as such in the leaching solutions, it was determined in the total (very low) content in the particulate matter and was identified in association with Fe-oxides according to mineralogical investigations, a finding that is consistent with the literature (e.g., Goldschmidt, 1954; Bowell, 1994). This evidence suggests that As could also be present in the leaching solutions in relation to the amount of Fe-oxides present in PM$_{2.5}$.

Comparing the percentage of leached metal (% leached), the amount of leached metal (ng) and the total metal amount in particulate matter, (ng) (Table 2) it can be noted that these three parameters are not directly correlated. In fact, although the heavy metal contents were higher during winter, a major heavy metal release was generally measured during summer. In addition, comparing the results obtained in winter (2013 and 2014), it can be

![Fig. 9. Relative abundance (%) of metals in different mineral phases evaluated by EDS analysis of PM$_{2.5}$ collected at the ISS site in the winter and summer 2013.](image)

Table 2

Comparison between the total amount (ng), leached amount (ng) and leached percentage (%) of metals in PM$_{2.5}$ collected in 2013 (A) and 2014 (B) at the ISS sampling site.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Elements</th>
<th>(TOT ± SD) ng</th>
<th>(Leach. ± SD) ng</th>
<th>(Leach. ± SD) %</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Winter</td>
<td>Summer</td>
<td>Winter</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cd</td>
<td>246 ± 20</td>
<td>58 ± 5</td>
<td>212 ± 21</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cu</td>
<td>12,272 ± 736</td>
<td>5960 ± 358</td>
<td>&lt;1000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ni</td>
<td>1168 ± 35</td>
<td>1588 ± 48</td>
<td>&lt;50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pb</td>
<td>8566 ± 857</td>
<td>2694 ± 269</td>
<td>1713 ± 171</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Zn</td>
<td>19,352 ± 968</td>
<td>8008 ± 400</td>
<td>&lt;500</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Winter</td>
<td>Summer</td>
<td>Winter</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cd</td>
<td>126 ± 10</td>
<td>49 ± 4</td>
<td>126 ± 13</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cu</td>
<td>5526 ± 332</td>
<td>4488 ± 269</td>
<td>&lt;1000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ni</td>
<td>630 ± 19</td>
<td>1205 ± 36</td>
<td>&lt;50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pb</td>
<td>2874 ± 287</td>
<td>1944 ± 194</td>
<td>1380 ± 138</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Zn</td>
<td>8640 ± 432</td>
<td>5531 ± 277</td>
<td>&lt;500</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

* The LOQs values, when expressed in percentage, depend on the amount of the total metal content in the particulate matter.
observed that a lower percentage of the leached metal (2013) does
not correspond to a lower amount (ng) of the leached metal
because of the major total amount (ng) of these metals initially
present in winter particulate matter. However, for the summer
campaigns, the percentage of leached metal (% leach.), the
bioavailable amount (ng) and the total metal amount (ng) were
higher in 2013 than in 2014. These different behaviors can be
related to the different hosting phases of the PM2.5, as previously
described for each metal, which can result in different toxic prop-
erties and environmental impacts.

6. Conclusions

According to the experiments in this work, we highlight the
following findings:

i) All ruled metals (Cd, Pb, Ni, and presumably As) were leached
and, consequently, bioavailable when treated with an
aqueous saline solution mimicking the lung interstitial
environment (pH 7.4, 37 °C).

ii) In addition to the elements regulated by law, Cu and Zn were
found in measurable amounts in the leaching solutions.

iii) For Cr, leachability is only inferable during summer, whereas
for Fe, consistent with its speciation (Fell), it is not soluble at
the conditions set for the leaching solution used in this study.

iv) Both the concentrations and differences in the hosting ma-
trix (mineral phases) of PM2.5 play a significant role in
determining metal (bio)availability.

v) Even if the determination of the total metal content does
allow one to ascertain the exceedances of the values defined by
law, this is not sufficient to evaluate the environmental
risk posed by heavy metal mobility and (bio)availability.

vi) Finally, we assign the metal elements to the host minerals,
associating the leachable (bioavailable) fraction of metals to
the relative mineral phase: this is essential to understand the
kinetics of the metal mobility during leaching and to predict
airborne particulate impact on biological systems.

In conclusion, both the total and bioavailable concentrations of
heavy metals in particulate matter should be taken into account.
In fact, the relationship between the PM2.5 total metal content
and the amount of the bioavailable (i.e., potentially toxic) metal fraction is
not linear and is strongly influenced by the hosting mineral phases.
In assessing the potential impact on human health and conse-
quently, in setting specific regulations or directives addressing
environmental and human health related issues, the bioavailable
metal fraction in PM2.5 should be considered.
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